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Domain-theoretic simulations are 
difficult to formalise.  

We want syntactic reasoning 
(c.f. operational semantics)



The problem with compositional syntax
or where are the redexes?
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distributive laws are bidirectional and 
require search strategies for the redex



Terms Graphs
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Categorical / string diagram semantics  
of digital circuits

HDL Monoidal 
hypergraphs

Categorical  
models



Solution: use graph(ical) syntax
Diagrams = graphical representations of graphs

graph(ical) language: 
•normal forms  
•calculations  
•tools 
•co-inductive proofs

term language: 
•definitions 
•proof assistants 
•inductive proofs

coherence theorems 
(soundnes/completeness)



Bonus!
Some equations absorbed by graph isomorphisms

(id|f).(g|id)           

= (id.g)|(f.id)        distributivity of | ("functoriality of ⨂")

= g|f                    identity laws

= (g.id)|(id.f)        identity laws

= (g|id).(id|f)        distributivity of |

http://f.id
http://g.id


Symmetric monoidal category
Boxes, wires, "swapping"
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Feedback = "trace"
Just "hygiene" rules



The tensor is a product
A key ingredient: copying and deletion



Trace + Product = Iteration
Proper equations for feedback ("dataflow-style")

Ésik. Comp. Ling. and Comp Lang'80 // Cazanescu. TCS'85 // Hasegawa. Edinburgh'97



From iteration to digital circuit models
Special morphisms and axioms

• values: morphisms v:0→1 with a lattice structure


• gates: morphisms k:n→1 extensional and monotonic 


• join: special gate implementing join on the lattice of values 


• delays: family of morphisms δ[t]:1→1indexed by elements of a monoid t∈T



Special axioms
Timelessness  ("retiming") and Streaming

Important: in general join does 
not induce a co-product



The power of graphical reasoning
Normal forms

Don't get trapped unfolding 
unproductive local feedbacks!

Passification and global delay-form 
are similar to global trace. 

(generalisation of Mealy machines)

The proof of this key proposition is purely 
diagrammatic. 

Efficient symbolic execution. 



Key theorem (I)
Characterisation of productivity
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Key theorem (II)
Characterisation of productivity

instantaneous feedback can lead 
to unproductive execution 



Example: Cyclic combinational circuits
combinational feedback // evaluation



Example: Cyclic combinational circuits
spurious feedback // partial evaluation



Example: Pre-logical circuits
Transistor-level modelling // partial evaluation

Actually identities, but not reducible 
equationally with what we have. 

Same circuit, implemented with 
pass-through CMOS logic. 



A foundational issue
Diagrammatic reasoning is sound and complete

Bonus: equations can be expressed as a graph rewriting system

Graphs / Graph rewriting ⇔ Categorical TSMCC terms / Equations



Thank you!


